
 

Samantha Morgan appointed editor of Environmental
Management magazine

Samantha Morgan has been appointed editor of southern Africa's leading sustainability publication, Environmental
Management magazine.

A respected name in the media industry, Morgan is also editor on the well-known laboratory business publication,
Analytical Reporter Africa, and brings a wealth of experience to Environmental Management magazine.

Sandra Ladas, Publishing Manager at New Media which produces Enviromental Management, says, "Samantha's expertise
in the industry of business journals as well as her passion for people is already taking Environmental Management into a
new era."

Morgan said she is already thoroughly captivated in the word of environmental management. "This publication is so much
about what we, as people, can do to help the environment in which we live flourish. As Mahatma Gandhi said: 'What we are
doing to the forests of the world is but a mirror reflection of what we are doing to ourselves and to one another.'"

"Southern Africa needs to showcase its projects to the world; we receive much global attention and it is time people sat up
and listened to what we are doing. Environmental Management on all its multimedia platforms, is our voice," Morgan
concludes. 
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New Media

New Media is a world-class digital agency with a reputation for powerful storytelling. We build emotional
connections between brands and their audiences. And thanks to our innovative tech, the compelling content
we create is strategic, measurable and a proven return on investment. Partner with us and transform your
business through the power of storytelling and technology.
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